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1 Introduction
Recently, approaches that utilize learning from

feedback links which enable model training with un-

paired datasets have gained attention. He et al. [1]

and Cheng et al. [2] recently published work that

proposed a mechanism called dual learning in neural

machine translation (NMT). It can leverage mono-

lingual data to improve NMT. Other similar systems

in image modality such as CycleGAN [3] was also

proposed. However, most only work with the same

domain between the source and the target.

In speech processing, the speech chain framework

[4, 5] was proposed to integrate human speech per-

ception and production behaviors that utilize both

automatic speech recognition (ASR) model, and

text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) inside a chain mech-

anism. This approach enables semi-supervised train-

ing for both ASR and TTS, even without paired

speech-text data, which is often unavailable. Per-

haps this is the first framework that was constructed

on a different domain (speech vs. text). However,

this study is limited to speech and textual modali-

ties.

In this study, we proposed a multimodal machine

chain, which is an improvement from speech chain.

We proposed a collaborative image captioning-

retrieval model collaboration in visual chain, which

works closely with the speech chain through text

modality. Our new framework mimics the mech-

anism of the entire human communication system

with auditory and visual sensors. The overall sys-

tem and its comparison with speech chain can be

seen in Fig. 1.

2 Training Mechanism
The sequence-to-sequence model in closed loop ar-

chitecture allows us to train our entire model in a

semi-supervised fashion by concatenating both the

labeled and unlabeled data. To further clarify the

learning process, we describe the mechanism based

on the availability condition of the training data:

1. Paired speech-text-image data exist:

Given complete multimodal dataset D1, all the

models in the chain are trained separately su-

pervisedly.

2. Unpaired speech, text, images data exist:

In this case, speech, text, and image data are

available in D2, but they are unpaired. The

reconstructed data are used to calculate recon-

struction loss for each respective model. For

example, with the text-only dataset D2y, TTS

generates speech utterance x̂ for the ASR. On

the other hand, image captions y retrieve images

ẑ, which are reconstructed into text ŷ using the

IC model.

3. Single modality data exist:

In this case, only a single data (speech or image)

is available, and the others are empty. For exam-

ple, if only image data are available in dataset

D3z, first we perform unrolled process IC→IR

in the visual chain (See 2(b)). The generated

image caption ŷ is then used to perform un-

rolled process TTS→ASR in the speech chain

(See 2(c)).

We are trying to learn whether in the situation

where only image data exist (3) we can still im-

prove the ASR performance through a learning pro-
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Figure 1: Architecture of (a) speech chain framework [4], and (b) our proposed multimodal chain mechanism.

cess from a visual chain to a speech chain by lever-

aging cross-modal data augmentation.

3 Experiment Set-up and

Result

Table 1: Training data partition for Flickr30k with

three conditions: (1) available paired data are de-

noted as ⃝, (2) available data but unpaired are de-

noted as ▲, and unavailable data are denoted as ×.

Set
Speech Text Image

#
Training

x y z Type

D1 ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 2000 1 (paired)
D2 ▲ ▲ ▲ 7000 2 (unpaired)
D3x ▲ × × 10000 3 (unpaired)
D3z × × ▲ 10000 3 (unpaired)

We ran our experiment with the Flickr30k dataset

[6] that has 31,014 photos of everyday activities and

scenes. Similar to other image captioning datasets,

each image has five captions with a vocabulary of

18k words. To maintain balance between source and

target, we selectively used one or five images depend-

ing on the task target. We generated speech from

the Flickr30k captions using single speaker Google

TTS. We used sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder

model for ASR [7], Tacotron [8], show-attend-tell

model for IC [9], and Neural IR Embedding [10] for

IR.
Table 2: ASR and TTS performance

Data
ASR TTS

WER(%) L2-norm2

Baseline: ASR & TTS
(Supervised learning - Type 1)

D1 2k* 81.31 0.874

Proposed: speech chain ASR→TTS and TTS→ASR
(Semi-supervised learning - Type 2)

+D2 7k 10.60 0.714

Proposed: visual chain → speech chain
(Semi-supervised learning - Type 3)

+D3z 10k 7.97 0.645

Topline: ASR & TTS separately
(Supervised learning - Full Data)

Dall 29k 2.37 0.398

Table 3: IC and IR performance

Data
IC IR

BLEU1 R@10↑ med r↓
Baseline: IC & IR

(Supervised learning - Type 1)

D1 2k* 33.91 26.88 34

Proposed: visual chain IC→IR and IR→IC
(Semi-supervised learning - Type 2)

+D2 7k 42.11 28.14 31

Proposed: speech chain → visual chain
(Semi-supervised learning - Type 3)

+D3x 10k 43.08 28.44 30

Topline: IC & IR separately
(Supervised learning - Full data)

Dall 29k 66.27 62.42 5

Then, we demonstrate how much we can improve

performance when the required data are no longer

available, using our proposed chain mechanism. We

used the initial model to train the speech chain us-

ing D2 7k data and achieved 10.60% WER and 0.714

L2-norm2 as shown in Table 2. Finally, using the IC

model that was trained semi-supervisedly through

Type 2(a)&2(c), we decoded the image-only D3z

dataset which enables it to be used in speech chain.

By this way, we achieved about 2.6% WER improve-

ment over the original speech chain [4] that was only

trained using the speech and text datasets. Our

proposed strategies makes improvement of ASR and

TTS possible, even without any speech or text data,

with the help of a visual chain.

In the third block of Table 3 we show that the vi-

sual chain can also be improved using speech data,

by the help of speech chain. There was about 1 point

improvement in terms of BLEU for IC (high is good)

and median r for IR (low is good). This result also

implies that using our proposed learning strategy,

the IC and IR model can be improved even with-

out image and text datasets available. Therefore, we

showed that it also works not only from image-to-

speech modality, but also reversely.
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4 Conclusions
We described a novel approach for cross-modal

data augmentation that upgrades a speech chain into

a multimodal chain. We improved the speech chain

using an image-only dataset, bridged by our visual

chain, and vice-versa. Therefore, we conclude that it

is still possible to improve ASR, even without speech

and text data available, with our proposed multi-

modal chain. In the future, we will jointly train both

the speech and visual chain so that both can also be

updated together.
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